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1. Introduction

In recent years, the huge quantity of CO2 emissions sent to the atmosphere has led to an alarming increase

in the average temperature of Planet Earth [1]. Due to the magnitude of the problem, a broad range of

preventing climate change policies have been applied in almost developing countries [2], [3].

Regarding Spain, transport is responsible for more than 35% of the total CO2 emissions in the energy

sector [4], since 82 Mtonnes of CO2 generated by this sector were emitted in 2014 [5]. Moreover, its

unequivocal fossil fuel dependence, together with recent Spanish Government environmental measures

[6] have enhanced electric transport development, specially light electric vehicles.

Vehicles electrification will be followed by a remarkable energy demand rise, higher as electric vehicles

(EV) introduction gets higher. Different researches have deeply analyzed how this energy increase would

affect the distribution network, in general terms [7], [8]. Their results show that current peak loads will

suffer a considerable rise. At the same time, several authors all over the world have investigate the impact

of EV in particular areas. For instance, [9] studies the effect on New Zealand, [10] in Brazil or [11] in the

European Nordic Region. They all agree in the necessity of stablishing different EV charging options

rightly hourly combined, so that peak loads would tend to disappear.

Referring to the Spanish case, three different EV recharging scenarios are being develop [12], [13]: home,

public buildings and electrical stations. The former option is thought for users who want to recharge their

EV in home, while they leave their vehicle in the garage, so that a slow recharge is enough (around 8

hours). The second scenario would mainly be used by citizens who leave their EV in public buildings

parking while they are shopping, in the cinema…In this case, a semi-quick (around 4 hours) recharge is

implemented. Finally, the latter option is similar to current petrol stations. A quick recharge (around 30

minutes) is then required. Considering these three situations, an optimization of every recharging scenario

is needed to make full use of the existing electricity generation system without additionally upgrading

requirements.

In this paper, an optimization based on the use of the temporal valleys in the daily electricity demand for

EV recharge, avoiding these activities in the peak demand hours is deduced. The methodology assumes

three above mentioned options for the recharging points: home, public buildings and electrical stations.

This methodology has been applied to the case of Spain in the year 2030, assuming a 25% of LEV

penetration scenario. Only LEV, cars and motorcycles, are assumed given the current batteries are not yet

able to provide the full autonomy desired by heavy vehicles.
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2. Experimental

LEV composition 

Analyzing LEV fleet of a country is vital to finally evaluate its impact on electricity network [14]. Present 

methodology lies on replacing expected light combustion vehicles (LCV) in the year under discussion by 

the LEV introduction percentage in question. To this issue, a lineal evaluation based on historical 

database is utilized. Finally, LEV (cars and motorcycles) are divided into pure electric vehicles and 

hybrid electric vehicles [15], considering that both types would equally appear.  

Electricity demand increase 

LEV penetration will be unequivocally followed by an electrical consumption rise [16]. Therefore, 

different factors should be considered to adequately quantify this growth: real LEV electrical 

consumption [17], LEV annual travel distance [18] and of course LEV quantity. 

Temporal valleys use 

To start with, electrical demand curve if LEV were not introduced in the country and year in question is 

deduced. A lineal estimation based on historical data trend is required. Temporal demand valleys are 

often given in the curves [9], [11]. Hence, current methodology suggest incorporating LEV demand rise 

on these periods, so that an almost flat curve would be finally achieved.  

Recharging options contribution 

Once total demand curve is flatten, concerning the LEV penetration scenario in question, studying 

recharging options plays a key role [12]. Taking into consideration their different daily probabilistic 

curves, an optimization based on a probabilistic weighted distribution is develop. Thus, the contribution 

of every considered recharging option could be calculated. 

2. Results and Discussion

Above described methodology has been applied to the Spanish case, where a moderate 25% of LEV

penetration scenario has been studied for 2030.

LEV composition 

Using [19] historical database, its lineal estimation has been consider to project LCV fleet in Spain by 

2030 if LEV were not introduced. Then, this quantity has been replaced by a 25% of LEV, considering 

the contribution of every LEV category, as previous methodology explains. Therefore, total LEV fleet is 

obtained, as Table I and Image 1 reflect.  

Table I. LEV composition (millions) 

Electricity demand increase 

Following above described method, it is possible to quantify the annual electrical consumption increase 

that the penetration of 25% of LEV would lead to in Spain by 2030. However, for this study it is more 

interesting to daily rate this growth. Table II shows both values.  

25% LEV 

Pure electric vehicle Hybrid electric vehicle 

Cars 3.7 3.7 

Motorcycles 0.55 0.55 

  Image 1. LEV composition 
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Table II. Electrical demand increase  

Temporal valleys use 

Firstly, daily electrical demand curve is deduced using a lineal estimation based on [20] historical data 

trend, following methodology. This curve represents the forecasted daily consumption in Spain by 2030 if 

LEV were not brought in the society.  

Image 2. Forecasted daily consumption without LEV introduction in Spain by 2030 

Like Image 2 shows, most remarkable temporal valleys are mainly given during night and also during 

early afternoon. Considering additional total daily energy rise caused by LEV introduction, present study 

proposes distributing it among these temporal valleys, in a balance way. Hence, an almost flat daily 

consumption curve is achieved (Image 3). 

25% LEV 

2030 annual electricity 

demand increase (MWh) 

2030 daily electricity 

demand increase (MWh) 

2030 percentage 

increase (%) 

14.734.000 40.367 5 

Image 3. 2030 Spanish forecasted daily consumption with a 25% of LEV introduction. 
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Recharging options contribution 

Three different recharging strategies have been considered in this study: home, public buildings and 

electrical stations points [12]. Taking into account their different daily probabilistic curves, previous 

methodology has been applied in order to quantify their contribution. Results for the fraction of the total 

recharge to be made in a 25% LEV scenario are deduced. Therefore, 54% of the daily electricity demand 

for LEV recharge should be supplied by home recharging points, 23% by public buildings recharging 

points and 23% by electrical stations points.  

3. Conclusions

This paper presents a methodology that allows flattening daily electrical demand curve when

consumption perturbations are introduced. In particular, the method is applied to the Spanish case, where

a penetration of 25% of LEV by 2030 is analyzed.

First observation relates to the evident energy increase that LEV introduce to the network. Comparing

with 2030 Spanish electricity demand without LEV insertion, the concerned penetration means a 5% of

increment. Rightly distributing the consumption growth is essential to avoid worrisome network

incidences. Therefore, present methodology distributes the demand rise among temporal valleys of the

daily consumption curve, so that an almost flat curve is obtained.

Moreover, LEV could use different recharging points: home, public buildings and electrical stations. To

ensure a flat demand curve with the LEV introduction, existing method has also balance the contribution

of each strategy. Hence, home recharging points would face around a 54% on the electrical increase,

public buildings points around a 23% and electrical stations a 23%.

Two lines of action will be taken in future researches. One the one hand, future works will explore how

this penetration would affect Spanish society in a very long term (2040, 2050). On the other hand, coming

investigation will also analyze how highest percentage of LEV penetration would affect Spanish network.
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